
TreeStuff Aerial Rescue Rally by Kask
Scenario 3 - Viking Tree

Treestuff.com/Rescue-Rally      |        Watch The Rescue Here: https://youtu.be/E4GCVq954CU

Category Score
( X / 5 ) Notes & Commentary from Officials

Site assessment and 
creation of plan 4.5

Awesome site assessment and job plan      |     Good communication with 911     |     Delegated responsibilities.  Bees and 
dead limb identified.  Good tree inspection. Excellent 911 call.     |     Good detail to EMS. Identified the hazardous limb 
and creation of safe zone. Nice touch of being able to hear the 911 operator!

Contacted emergency 
services; quality of 

explanation and info 
provided

5.0

Efficiency, speed, and 
safety 4.5

Fantastic ascent and plan and execution      |     assessment was constant     |     Smooth ascent.  Continued comms.     |     
Good interaction with team.   Continued inspection and 

assessment 4.3

Identification of hazards 4.5 Didn’t do anything to the limb but talked about it and planned around it      |     Avoiding the aerial hazards was their 
mitigation plan. Nice move     |     Working aloft directly under dead limb and bees.  Jostling casualty, rough handling.     |     
Identified the hazardous limb and avoided it.Method and execution of 

mitigation 3.8

Assessment of casualty 
situation 3.5

Good patient care. Mostly just wanted to get them to the ground      |     nice packaging     |     Some assessment upon 
ascent.  No first aid or packaging, but in this scenario speed of extraction paramount.     |     Not much of an assessment 
in the tree.   

Administration of first aid 
& assessing of urgency 3.8

Adequate and appropriate 
stabilization of casualty for 

transport
3.8

Choice of system and 
technical execution of 
casualty support/tie in

4.0

Mostly cantered on speed. Could have handled the patient a little less rough      |     The handling was good. I liked the 
closeups of the climbing systems.     |     Struggling with connection to casualty.  Holding on with hand/arm after initially 
disconnecting speedline carabiner.       |     Efficient access and lowering, good attempt at controlling on the way down. 

Quality of transport for the 
casualty 3.8

Quality of transition from 
suspension to injury 

appropriate position on 
ground

4.0
So glad to see them lower the patient away from under the dead limb      |     Landing was good but they left the victims 
side.      |     Very little clutter.  Good job moving casualty away from dead limb drop zone.  Support given to casualty on 
ground.  Good EMS interaction.     |     Not much attention paid to positioning of injured, good communication with EMS 
on site. 

Care of site, scene, and 
equipment 4.3

Transition of care to EMS 4.8

Communicating the plan 4.5

Excellent communication through out the whole rescue      |     Good communication with Paul, team and EMS     |     Good 
team comms.  Light casualty comms.     |     Good overall plan and communication of it. Good job of trying to 
communicate with the injured during the rescue. 

Communicating the 
hazards 4.0

Communicating with, for, 
and about the casualty 4.3

Reaction 4.0
Awesome job!! Loved the EMS showing up!! Great job and excellent plan and communication! That was fun ti watch!     |     
felt rehearsed but they are technicians not actors.     |     Excellent role play with 911 call.  Overall good role play     |     
God job overall. 

Planning 4.3

Overall Realism 4.0
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